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1. This is a set of pre-school children to learn mathematics with sound intelligent learning book.
Bentaocongshu to entertaining the concept of modern education-oriented thinking. intellectual
development from childhood language features. combined with the guidance of the Ministry of
Education Early Childhood Education Program to write. The book is divided into pre-school math
primary. pre-school math intermediate and pre-school math advanced three. gradually foster
children count. sort. associated graphics. match. location. relationships. calculations. shape. space
and other important mathematical ability. We will design this series into big picture plate. large
print. in order to effectively attract the attention of children. to stimulate interest in learning the
child. The book drawing style fresh and clean. bright colors. vivid and lovely composition. very
cordial. very close to the pre-school children. childlike innocence. Contents: The first recognition
unit figures garden figures Wukong (understanding numbers) 4 amazing digital (digital song) 5
number of animals (count) 6 to save the Master (Counts and last) 7 looking building (adjacent to
number) 8 Pig mushroom (odd and even numbers) the...
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The ideal publication i ever read through. It is writter in simple words and never hard to understand. Your daily life span is going to be convert once you full
looking over this ebook.
-- Tanner Willms PhD-- Tanner Willms PhD

Extremely helpful to all category of individuals. I have got go through and that i am confident that i will likely to read through once again again later on.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nikita Herzog-- Nikita Herzog
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